
Caroline Baseball Diamond 

Guidelines and Contact Information 

 

Caretaker:  The caretaker for the baseball diamond is Mike Fritz. Mike is responsible for 

determining whether the field is in suitable playing condition based on current weather 

conditions and other factors. A town board member will serve as the alternate caretaker if 

Mike is not available. 

 

Schedules:  All teams must maintain an up-to-date schedule of games and provide this 

schedule to the town board, the town clerk, and to Mike Fritz. Each team representative 

should share his/her schedule with the other teams to avoid scheduling conflicts. All 

schedule changes must be reported promptly to Mike Fritz. Schedules should be posted at 

the baseball diamond.  

 

Tournaments/other events:  All teams must inform Mike Fritz and the town board when 

tournaments or other events are to be scheduled at the Caroline Baseball Diamond. 

 

Infield maintenance:  All teams must rake the pitcher’s mound, home plate areas, and the 

bases after each game, filling in all holes. Bases should be removed from the diamond 

and stored. Pick up garbage and place it in the containers. All teams will have access to 

the lawn mower and other equipment for dragging and raking the infield. 

 

Lights:  All teams should be instructed on the proper use of the lighting system. The 

diamond lights should be turned off as soon as possible at the end of a game. 

 

Curfew:  The curfew for the baseball diamond and the concession stand will be 12 

midnight. Each team is responsible for shutting down all lights and closing the 

concession stand promptly at midnight. Exceptions will be made for games that extend 

beyond the curfew due to extra innings, etc, but when this occurs, teams should act 

promptly and close down within 15 minutes following the end of the game.  

 

Liquor license:  The only entity that will hold a license to sell alcohol is the Caroline 

Cougars Baseball team. The Cougars will be responsible for all rules and regulations 

regarding the sale of alcoholic beverages. The Cougars must provide adequate licensed 

bartenders and at least one licensed bartender must be on the premises at all times. No 

other entity may assume the use of the liquor license held by the Caroline Cougars 

Baseball team. 

 

Contact Information 

 

Mike Fritz  715-754-2744  Kim Verg, BABA  715-851-0998 

Bill Bowers  715-754-5762   

Richard Britzke 715-754-5067  

Dale Klitz  715-250-2326   

Sarah Knaup  715-851-1414 

 


